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January 8, 2012 

Dear ETRSMJ, 

Several months ago, I was standing next to my wonderful wife 
along with Stephen and a congregation of over 2,000 in a Denver 
mega church.  We were singing a song while facing a praise band 
that included a choir of over 200 members.  My mind was filled 
with gratitude and other emotions as I looked forward to an 
event scheduled for the day we returned to Elmira.  

I considered moving forward and allowing evidence of the event 
to collect dust with various other artifacts of my life.  However, 
I fear that an opportunity to encourage six of the most 
important people in my life might not be timely if I do not share 
this story with you now.  My hope is that this telling is an 
encouragement and challenge to our entire team. 

 

Yesterday, January 7, 2012, ended a 90-day period set aside to 
ponder a significant milestone event in my life.  When I was in my 
late 20’s, my professional career included increased requirements 
to build strategic plans.  Many of the organizations I became 
involved with developed formal and informal operating agendas.   

I like a description of the output as being a “MAP”,                      
a Master Action Plan. 
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On my 30th birthday, I decided to write a letter to myself at age 
55.  The purpose of the letter was to document the MAP I had 
outlined and to remind me who I want to become.  The letter sat 
in several safe deposit boxes over the years.  October 9, 2011 
was the end of the established 25-year evaluation period.   

I retrieved and opened the letter when we returned from my 
birthday trip to Colorado.  The past three months have included a 
season of thanksgiving, praise, and worship.  It has been a 
mountain top experience.   

I like an analogy to sharing the joy in a locker room between 
periods of an important game.  Our team is winning and the coach 
is cheering us on.  There are highlights of important winning 
moves and plays.  There were a few errors and missed 
opportunities, however, we have a big lead.   

We are challenged to not let our success go to our heads and to 
learn from our missteps.  Now the coach is reminding us that the 
game is not over.  It is time to get back out there and continue to 
do our best. 

I thought you would enjoy the attached copy of my MAP cover 
letter, a favorite audio clip, several personal observations, and a 
summary of my main MAP themes.   
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Many believe the game our coach is challenging us to return to is  
a foot race.  There are many similarities to long distance running 
events.  Great pleasure comes while sharing the road with fellow 
runners and cheers from onlookers motivate us when we are 
weary. 

We love the warm sunny mountain top stretches.  Unfortunately, 
there will be valleys and there may be seemingly endless long 
lonely uphill sections.  I like the following lyrics from an old song. 

“He never said there would only be sunshine.  He never said 
there would be no rain.  He only promised a life full of 
singing at the things that once brought pain.”  

I have observed that the first runner to cross the finish line 
rarely appears to display the greatest sense of victory and joy.  
Wonderful tear filled expressions of great pleasure pour from 
individual participants far behind the apparent winner.  These 
champions overcome an adversity, create a personal best, and go 
where others thought they could never go.   

Unlike traditional foot races, each participant travels his or her 
own special course at his or her own pace.  Every race has its own 
start and finish line.  It truly is an amazing race. 
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There is one primary mission described in my original letter.  
Many people follow their mission statement with a vertical list of 
priorities and work from the top down.  For me, life just never 
seems to work that way. 

I have observed situations where people use their hard vertical 
lists as a convenient excuse to pass by a need or opportunity.  To 
me, part of their error is that they desire a happy leisure stroll.  
We are encouraged to run, not walk, the race before us.   

In addition to the race illustration, I like a comparison to the 
clown act that includes several china plates spinning on thin 
sticks.  We gain glory by skillful efforts on multiple fronts.  
Sometime plates may wobble a little while we direct attention to 
urgent needs.  Prayer, study, discernment, time management, 
sweat, and experience produce success.  There is much joy in 
seeing all plates spinning simultaneously. 

The individual lines of my MAP include a number of items that I 
need to keep working on.    I decided that it would be best at this 
time to give you only the descriptions of the general themes.   

My fear is that a reader will imply a description of vertical 
priorities if I give you a simple list.  Therefore, please humor 
your Dad by participating in a small exercise.   

Enclosed are five pretend china plates.  Shuffle and spin them 
onto a table.  Some of you (you know who) may even try to juggle 
them.  Randomly select, open, and consider each theme.  
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What you do next is up to you.  I hope that this will give each of 
you something to think about and to consider as you develop your 
individual MAPs.  Each of your plans will be unique.  Just 
remember that your Master Action Plan may differ from your 
Master’s Action Plan.  You need to trust as you take steps each 
day. 

Remember the following encouragement shared with four of you 
at the beginning of each of your college days.   

“Seek first the Kingdom of God.  All things work together 
for good.  In whatever you do, do all to the Glory of God.  Be 
confident that the good work that has begun in you will be 
completed.  To whom much is given much will be required.” 

Thank you for your individual contributions to our success.  I hope 
you will join the expression of appreciation for those who made 
this possible including a special lady I get to hug every night for 
each of you. 

Love, 

 

 

MYTLYF         We are! … 



From  Thhe  Heart   Collectioion  




